
Tutorial/transcription examples (MnhnL) 

1. Identification 

Scientific name as given 

Caucalis daucoides L.               

Vernacular name 

Zuckertang                       
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Determiner(s) as given 

Colling Guy                     

Determination date 

6.2001 (= VI.2001)             

2 



Multiple determinations?  
Indicate if more than one determination is present. Additional determinations are usually written 
with a different pen. 

 

Determination (miscellaneous)/Determination comment 
 
Use this field to indicate the information about a second 
determination if present. Or other information related to 
the determination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Potamogeton trichoides CHAMISSO et 
SCHLECHTENDAL Dert.: Paul Diederich (30.9.1982) 
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2. Collection data 

Belongs to Herbarium: 
● Herbier J-P-J Koltz 

 
● Herbier de la société de Botanique du Grand-Duché de Lux. 

 
● Herbarium Jos. Witry 

 
● Herbarium E. Klein 

 
● Herbarium Vannerom Herman 
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● Distributed by T. Nakaike 

 
● Herbier G. Lochenies 

 
● ander / autre / anderes / other 

○ Choose this if none of the above apply. 
 

Collector(s) as given 

L. Reichling            

Collection number 
Indicate the collection number if given 

 
 
 
 

 
20.1949  
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Collection date 

6.6.1950           

Habitat 

Les lieux secs, le long des chemins     

Cultivated? 
Choose if information on the label suggest this is a cultivated plant. 

Plant description 
Add information about the plant if available. 

 
 
 

Fl. en juin juillet  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Die Blütten sitzen in der Blattscheide und sind 
selten zu finden  

Miscellaneous 
If any more information is present on the label that do not fit in any of the given fields is present 
please indicate it here.  
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3. Spatial data 

Locality 
Type in the location information as given. 

Dover (Nordsee) England        

 

Altitude 

830m               

 

Mapping tool 
Only fill this in when you are certain that you can pinpoint the given location on a map. Make 
sure to choose the coordinate uncertainty appropriately. 

○ Latitude 
○ Longitude 
○ Coordinate uncertainty (metres) 
○ Administrative division 
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Country 
Fill in the country if given. Or choose one, only if you are certain in which country the location is 
situated. 

England        
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4. Other data 

No label? 
Select if no label is present on the image: 

  

Several specimens? 

Select if more than one specimen is present on the image (usually with several labels): 
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Incomplete transcription? 
Choose this if you did not manage to transcribe all the metadata on the labels, due to them 
being covered or not readable etc. 

Label partially covered? 
Choose if part of a label is covered by another label or by the plant and if data on the label is not 
completely visible. 
 

 
 
 

Multi-sheet specimen 

Sheet 2/2                
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